The aim of this paper is to use a frame-based account to explain some empirical findings concerning the interpretation of synaesthetic metaphors. We claim that, in general, the same strategies are applied for processing metaphorical and non-metaphorical (compositional) expressions. Therefore, some results of former empirical studies will be discussed with regard to how far it matters whether the concept of the source domain in a synaesthetic metaphor is a dimension or a quality concept. Furthermore, typed frames are introduced, and it is explained how the notion of a minimal upper attribute can be used in the analysis of adjective-noun phrases. Finally, frames are used to analyze synaesthetic metaphors, and it turns out that they offer an adequate basis for the explanation of different accessibility rates found in empirical studies.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to use a frame-based account to explain some empirical findings concerning the interpretation of a special kind of metaphors, namely synaesthetic ones. We assume that the comprehension of metaphors and non-metaphorical expressions is handled mostly equally. Hence, as far as possible, we treat metaphors in the same way as their literal counterparts. In this first account of handling synaesthetic metaphors by frames, we concentrate on metaphors which are constructed as adjective-noun pairs.
First, we will present some empirical data concerning the intuitive accessibility of these metaphors in German. Then we will illustrate a formal frame-based approach to the analysis of adjective-noun phrases. At last, we will use our formal account to give an explanatory sketch of why there are the mentioned empirical findings with respect to the accessibility of synaesthetic metaphors.
Empirical Data
In contrast to most studies on synaesthetic metaphors which investigate their actual use in literal corpora, we focus on the intuitive accessibility of synaesthetic metaphors. Therefore, in two studies (Werning, Fleischhauer & Beseoglu 2006 , Beseoglu & Fleischhauer 2007 German speakers were asked to judge the intuitive cognitive accessibility of synaesthetic metaphors. A synaesthetic metaphor is a mapping of a concept out of a perceptual source domain onto a concept of the target domain. In the studies, only strictly synaesthetic metaphors were used. In strictly synaesthetic metaphors the target domain's concept is a perceptual concept, too. For example loud yellow is a mapping of an auditory concept onto a visual concept and so a strictly synaesthetic metaphor in the mentioned sense. In the two studies the metaphors were presented as adjective-noun pairs, and the participants were asked to judge their intuitive accessibility. In case of the attributive use of adjectives, the syntactic function of the modifier and the semantic function of the source domain coincide.
The first study aimed at the question whether the judgement results support the directionality thesis of metaphorical mapping (Ullmann 1967 , Williams 1976 , Yu 2003 . A directionality concerning the modalities' mapping turned up and let to a revised directionality thesis (Werning, Fleischhauer & Beseoglu 2006) . But since some unexpected results concerning big differences in the accessibility of very similar metaphors appeared a second study was carried out (Beseoglu & Fleischhauer 2007) . One of its leading questions was: why are there differences in the judgments regarding, for example, the following two metaphors, which both map a visual concept onto an auditory concept:
(1) gelbe Ruhe (yellow silence) (2) blasser Klang (pale sound) All subjects assessed the first metaphor as "inaccessible", while 93% of them assessed the second one as "accessible".
According to the directionality thesis of metaphorical mapping, there is a hierarchy of preferred directions of metaphors. Metaphors in harmony with this hierarchy tend to be more accessible than metaphors against this hierarchy. Former directionality theses which are based on the analyses of lyric corpora as well as the empirically based directionality thesis in Werning, Fleischhauer & Beseoglu (2006) claim that the mapping of a visual concept onto an auditory concept would be in harmony with the hierarchy. Hence, the directionality theses do not explain the different judgements of (1) and (2). In addition, there are no significant differences between the frequency of the two adjective concepts or their grammatical status.
Both are genuine adjectives and are not derived from a verb or a noun.
However, there is an important difference between the first and the second metaphor, which showed up in the second study. Namely, different conceptual types of adjectival concepts are used in both metaphors. According to our interpretation, gelb (yellow) is a quality concept, while blass (pale) is a dimension concept. Other examples for dimension concepts are bright and dark while quality concepts are for example blue, green and black. In the following, we just concentrate on metaphors where the modifying concept is taken from the visual domain.
At least for German there are some linguistic criteria to differentiate between both types of concepts (Kaiser 1979 , Beseoglu & Fleischhauer 2007 ). We will quickly illustrate the difference by means of just one of those criteria, namely the interpretation of comparative forms. In using the comparative form with dimensional concepts and quality concepts, one gets two different interpretations:
(3) This color is brighter than that color.
(4) This color is redder than that color.
The comparative form in (3) is interpreted in a way that two colors are compared on a brightness scale and one of them receives a higher degree of brightness than the other color.
The interpretation of the comparative form in sentence (4) is that one color is more similar to a focal red than another color. Redder does not mean that two colors are compared on a redness scale. Dimension concepts denote certain sections of a scale: while bright denotes the conventionalized lower section, the adjective dark denotes the upper section. However, there is no such scale for quality concepts like color. Hence, the difference between the two comparative forms is caused by the different interpretation of quality and dimension concepts.
This point of view is rather similar to Lehrer & Lehrer's view concerning color concepts: 'A is more red than B indicates not a single dimensional colour scale but rather the existence of a focal point for each colour' (Lehrer & Lehrer 1982: 495) . In contrast, the meaning of a sentence like 'A is brighter than B' indicates a single brightness scale (Löbner 1985 (Löbner , 1990 ).
These considerations lead to a further way of distinguishing dimension concepts from quality concepts. Since dimensional concepts are scalar, they form antonym pairs (Löbner 2002) .
Quality concepts are not scalar and thus do not form antonym pairs.
The study of Beseoglu & Fleischhauer (2007) showed that the differentiation between quality and dimension concepts can be empirically confirmed. In this study, only visual concepts were used in the source domain and an equal number of dimensional and quality concepts were mapped onto the same concepts in the target domain. The data of this study shows a clear difference between accessibility of metaphors using either quality or dimension concepts. No other variable than this distinction had a significant influence on the result of this study. So for German speakers, synaesthetic metaphors in which a dimension concept is used in the source domain seem to be more accessible than synaesthetic metaphors in which a quality concept is used in the source domain.
Metaphors like bright sound or gloomy smell were judged as "accessible" while metaphors like red sound or black smell were judged as "inaccessible". So the question arises:
why is there a dependency on the concept type of the used adjectives? An explanation can be given in terms of frames as described by Petersen (2007) .
Frames and type hierarchies
According to Barsalou (1992) , frames as recursive attribute-value structures "provide the fundamental representation of knowledge in human cognition." Each attribute in a concept frame specifies a property by which the described concept is characterized. E.g., assigning the attribute COLOR to a frame describing the mental concept for physical object would mean that every physical object is characterized with respect to its color. The value assigned to an attribute determines the concrete realization of the given property. That is, assigning a frame of type red to the attribute COLOR would mean that all objects are red. Though values are often atomic (e.g., [SHAPE: rectangular], [INTENSITY: high] ...), they may also be frames themselves: every value may be further specified by attributes of its own. The concept frame for animal may contain an attribute HABITAT, which could be further specified by attributes like LOCATION, VEGETATION or AVERAGE TEMPERATURE. This recursive structure of frames enables them to represent concepts of any desired grade of detail.
Frames as described above allow all kinds of values to be assigned to every attribute, thus permitting such undesirable frames as [SHAPE: red] or [INTENSITY: round]. Since red is a color and no shape, and round is a shape but not a degree of intensity, we need some means to restrict the set of admissible frames. One solution to this problem, which is common in Computational Linguistics, is to assign a type to each frame and to order these types in a type hierarchy with respect to specificity (e.g., dog is a subtype of animal). The type hierarchy can then be enriched with appropriateness conditions (ACs) which allow one to restrict the set of attributes which are adequate for frames of a given type. Furthermore, one may specify the appropriate range of values for attributes by means of ACs. Values may be either concrete or underspecified. Hence the type physical object could carry the AC <COLOR: color>, meaning that each physical object may be specified with regard to its color and that its color has to be color or a subtype of color (e.g., red, green, blue ...). The type color might carry ACs itself, namely <HUE: hue, INTENSITY: color intensity, BRIGHTNESS: brightness>. Subtypes inherit all ACs from their supertypes, but may also tighten them up. E.g., the subtype red of type color may specify the AC <HUE: red>; loosening of ACs is (at least in the standard approach) not allowed. If a frame is of a type for which an attribute is not declared appropriate, then the frame must not carry that attribute.
Using frames to model synaesthetic metaphors
Before we can approach the problem of how to explain the above-discussed differences in the accessibility of synaesthetic metaphors in terms of frames, we need first to introduce our frame-based analysis of adjective-noun compounds. Therefore, we consider the following two example phrases: . That is, the adjective frame is unified with the value of COLOR in the noun frame. In (6) however, we would expect the adjective frame to modify the value of the attribute INTENSITY. Hence the problem with adjective-noun compounds is to determine which attribute value in the noun frame shall be modified by the adjective.
To find the right attribute, we introduce the notion of a minimal upper attribute (MUA) of a type. For any given type from the type hierarchy, MUA returns a minimal upper supertype that is also used as an attribute. E.g., the MUA of red would be COLOR, since color is the immediate supertype of red and it is used as an attribute in the AC <COLOR: color> at type physical object. Coming back to the problem of adjective-noun compounds, we assume that the attribute in the noun frame which is modified by the adjective is a MUA of the adjective type. Note that under certain circumstances, there may be more than one MUA for a given type: E.g., hot could have two supertypes, namely temperature and flavor, and thus also two MUAs: TEMPERATURE In what follows, we will now concentrate on a frame-based analysis of synaesthetic metaphors. We claim that in principal, metaphorical expressions are processed in the same way as non-metaphorical ones. Therefore, our analysis of adjective-noun phrases should also account for the metaphorical examples from section 2. As seen before, the accessibility of synaesthetic metaphors depends heavily on whether the modifying adjective is a quality or a dimension concept. Interestingly, there is also a noticeable difference between quality and dimension concepts with regard to the MUA of their respective types. While the MUA of quality concepts like red, green or blue is COLOR, the MUA of dimension concepts like bright or loud is INTENSITY. Compared to COLOR, INTENSITY is a more general attribute, which means that it is used with all different kinds of sense modalities. The adjective loud, for example, usually means high value of auditory input and thus modifies the attribute INTENSITY in a sound frame. Its domain can change when used metaphorically, e.g. when combined with a color concept as in loud color, but loud will still modify the attribute INTENSITY. While COLOR is specific to concepts belonging to the domain of vision, INTENSITY is neutral with regard to the sense modalities it can apply to. By the following example we illustrate our analysis of synaesthetic metaphors using frames:
For these examples, we postulate a type hierarchy containing (among other types) a type intensity, which is a supertype of both color intensity and sound intensity. The former one is a scale of color intensities, containing the antonyms muted and vivid as its extremes. The latter one is a scale of sound intensities, containing quiet and loud as its extremes. Since we only use intensity but not color intensity or sound intensity as an attribute, the MUA of all four types is INTENSITY. According to our analysis of adjective-noun compounds, (7) would result in a frame like [HUE: red, INTENSITY: loud, BRIGHTNESS: brightness]. But as seen above, the possible values for INTENSITY in a color frame must be subtypes of color intensity. The adjective loud, however, is no subtype of color intensity and the frame must therefore be invalid. In order to explain why this metaphor is grasped anyway, we suppose that the invalid frame is reinterpreted so that instead of loud, vivid is used as a value for INTENSITY. Since both loud and vivid are the maximum of their respective scales, this seems reasonable. So basically, the metaphorical expression loud red is analyzed like the non-metaphorical one loud noise by means of frames. They only differ in that the resulting frame of the first one needs an extra reinterpretation step in order to make it valid with respect to the ACs. In contrast to (7), we expect example (1) yellow silence to fail analysis as synaesthetic metaphor. Its inaccessibility follows from the fact that the MUA of yellow is COLOR, which is not an attribute of the silence frame. The ability to reinterpret loud red results from the fact that the MUA of loud is an attribute in the red frame.
The following hypotheses concerning the analysis of synaesthetic metaphors in adjective-noun compounds can be drawn from our results:
1. In general, the same strategies are applied for processing metaphorical and nonmetaphorical expressions.
2. An expression is mainly inaccessible if the frame of the compound expression contains inadequate attributes.
3. Synaesthetic metaphors with dimension adjectives are more likely to be accessed than those with quality adjectives, since they result in compound frames with adequate attributes, but inappropriate values, which can be easily adopted by a reinterpretation step.
However, we are aware of the fact that some empirical findings contradict our hypotheses. An expression like red sweet shows higher accessibility results than our account predicts. We expect that red sweet is not analyzed like a normal synaesthetic metaphor, but embedded into a more complex fruit frame which states that red fruits are more likely to taste sweet than green ones. A formal frame-based account for approaching such more general metaphors has still to be developed. Also, more empirical research has to be done in order to test our hypotheses.
